Students will have 7 classes
Individual teachers may ask for additional supplies for projects.

- Book Bag (No Wheels)
- Face mask/covering
- 7- 3 prong pocket folders (Plastic for durability)
- 7- Composition Notebooks
- 7- Spiral Notebook (1 subject)
- Notebook Paper – Lined
- Ear Buds/Headphones- Used in multiple classes. (Expensive ones are not necessary)
- Flash Drive (Not Mandatory-but useful)
- Small whiteboard – used in math
- Dry erase markers (Student use)

- Glue Sticks
- Highlighters
- Index Card (3-5 packs)
- Pencil Pouch/Container
- Pencils- Wooden and/or Mechanical- sufficient amount for each class
- Pencil Sharpener w/Shaving Catcher
- Pens (Blue and Black Ink)
- Cap Erasers
- Colored Pencils
- Personal use hand sanitizer
- Small planner to keep track of assignments.

**Teacher Wish List Items:**  
The whole class will use these items.

- Tissue Boxes
- Pack(s) of Notebook Paper (loose leaf)
- Plain White Copy Paper
- Lysol wipes
- Hand sanitizer
- Pack(s) of Pens and Pencils
- Highlighters
- Dry Erase Markers